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Letter to the Editor:

We would like to congratulate the winners of the Greenfield Library book 
collecting contest: Justin Horm (first prize), Eric Fricke (second prize), and Micaela 
MacDougall (honorable mention). Contestants were judged on the creativity and 
thoughtfulness in developing their collection, cohesion of the collection, and the 
significance of the collection to the owner. The library is exhibiting books from each 
of the collections in the Lillian Vanous Nutt room until March 26.  The winners’ 
essays are also available to read.

While checking out the book collections, students should “Kiss and Tell.” All this 
week, students can pick up a paper heart at the Library’s circulation desk and “tell” 
others why you love the Library.  All participants will receive a Hershey’s Kiss and 
the paper hearts will be posted on the Library’s basement wall.  Come out and tell us 
what you love about the Library!

-Greenfield Library Sta!

<< Cover:  One of many adorable couples on 
campus, Liam Dougherty (A’11) and Jessica 
Steer (A’13).

>> Looking up: Jupiter gathers the skies 
over McDowell Hall. Photo uncredited.
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Letter to the Polity on A New Vocal Medium:

Discussion is a fundamental part of our curriculum at St. John’s, yet there is no 
way to reach the polity with a single message in audio form outside of word-of-
mouth. Thinking about this for a long time, we decided that we wanted to try to 
supplement our written media on-campus with a di!erent kind of forum: Polity 
Radio.

So why radio? Radio speaks. It captures the unscripted passion that cannot be 
entirely conveyed through the written word (of course excellent in its own right). 
The improvisation and immediacy of radio makes it a bold and unique way to access 
the polity. We seek not to replace the written medium so prominent at St. John’s but 
to complement, and even supplement, it.

We have a lot in the works. Edgar Allan Poe readings with great voices. Talk shows 
about hot-button issues. Impromptu interviews with eager tutors. Minutes from 
important forums. Satirical advertisements. Obscure music.

We want your voice and whatever else you can bring to the table.  Keep an eye out 
for word of our upcoming interest meeting, then bring all the ideas you can muster. 
We want to hear your voice!

Sincerely,
Jessica Kjellberg (Archon, A’14) and Robert Malka (Vice Archon, A’15)

[Polity Radio is a DC-Chartered club that will release pre-recorded shows on a bi-
monthly basis. We are looking for regular contributors, as well as people interested 
in contributing one-time segments. All are welcome to participate. Keep an eye out 
for posters and an email regarding the upcoming interest meeting. Contact Jessica 
Kjellberg at jkjellberg@sjca.edu with questions.]  !
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Founded in 1980, The Gadfly is the student 
newspaper distributed to over 600 students, 

faculty, and sta! of the Annapolis campus.

Opinions expressed within are the sole 
responsibility of the author(s). The Gadfly 

reserves the right to accept, reject, and 
edit submissions in any way necessary to 

publish the most professional, informative, 
and thought-provoking newspaper which 

circumstances at St. John’s College permit.

Articles submitted will be edited for gram-
mar, punctuation, spelling, and length in 
most cases. The Gadfly is not obligated to 

publish all submissions except under 
special circumstances.

The Gadfly meets every Sunday at 7 PM in 
the lower level of the Barr-Buchanan Center.

Articles should be submitted by Friday at 
11:59 PM to Gadfly@sjca.edu.
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I remember this time when I was in third grade and we 
studied poetry. I had this weird conviction that I needed to 
love it, which probably led to me really disliking the stu! for 
years. I found the rhymes and meters and supposed rules 
of poetry constricting and confusing and contrived. Prose 
has historically felt more natural to me. Until now, the only 
poem I’ve really loved was Allen Ginsberg’s “America.” But 
things changed when my friend sent me Charles Bukowski’s 
collection Slouching Toward Nirvana for 
my birthday last November. I’m in love. 
I’ve come to realize that poetry is not quite 
what I thought it was.

Last semester, I even wrote a paper for 
my language tutorial called “In Defense 
of Poetry,” where I looked at Book X of 
the Republic and Phaedo to sort out what 
Socrates’ position on poetry, as an imitative 
art, really is. I decided that poetry, as well 
as other forms of art, is a way in which we attempt to interact 
and make sense of our world. It is a personal way to search for 
truth and meaning.

My relationship with and philosophy about poetry shifted 
and grew when I attended Jonathan Wells’ poetry reading 
on Friday, January 27. I’m not the biggest fan of Friday Night 
Lecture, and, admittedly, I don’t really remember what his 
poems were about, but the reading was enjoyable enough 
anyway. But things got more interesting when I went to the 
Question and Answer period afterwards. As others asked 
about more mechanical things about poetry, like how a poet 
knows when a poem is finished, I started considering poetry 
as it relates to all this parts and wholes stu! St. John’s has me 

thinking about lately.
I had this discussion with my language tutor about how a 

word in Greek can have several di!erent meanings, and it’s 
not until you put a word in a larger context of a sentence that 
you can specify what you want it to mean. So a word is kind 
of a whole thing unto itself, but it takes on new significance 
when it becomes part of a complete thought. And the same 
for sentences into paragraphs into books and so on. I began 

to think of people in the same way. We are 
whole humans on our own, but then we 
take on greater significance when in the 
larger context of society. Simultaneously 
whole and part.

I sat in the Conversation Room for 
about an hour before my question for Mr. 
Wells presented itself. I wondered why 
we even have a compulsion to share our 
writing. I’ve always thought of writing as 

a very personal process where I can work out things floating 
around  in my own head. But I also like people to read what 
I’ve written. I asked this more concisely with something like, 
“When you’ve written something, what makes you want to 
publish it?” Mr. Wells’s striking and raw response: “To see if it 
meant anything to anyone but me. To see, is it alive enough?” 

So I think writing is a cathartic and revealing thing when 
done for oneself. When I’ve written something I like, that 
expresses something, I feel some sense of satisfaction. It is 
an end unto itself, but it’s not done. I share it with others, 
hopefully creating a conversation and a connection. Its worth 
is validated. It is a whole and a part. I am a whole and a part. 
Am I alive enough?  !

“ We are whole humans 
on our own, but then 
we take on greater 
signi!cance when in 
the larger context of 
society.

> Sarah Meggison, A’15
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{                     }If a movie was made about your seminar 
character, which actor would play him?
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Politics
Aristotle would be 
played by Zach Gali!-
anakis.

> Anonymous

NEXT WEEK How will your seminar character spend Spring Break?

Nietzsche would be 
played by Danny Devito.

> Anonymous

$#()*"

Beyond Good & Evil
Kant would be played by 
Woody Allen.

> Anonymous

+,()*"

Critique of Pure Reason 
"e Wife of Bath would 
be played by Rosie 
O’Donnell.

> Anonymous
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Canterbury Tales
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In his Grundrisse, Karl Marx speculates on the nature of art 
and the conditions that produce it, focusing especially on 

the art of the Ancient Greeks in comparison 
with that of more modern societies. Taking 
Greek mythology as the basis of all Greek art, 
Marx writes that “Greek art presupposed 
Greek mythology, in other words that natu-
ral and social phenomena are already assim-
ilated in an unintentionally artistic manner 
by the imagination of the people.” But Marx 
notes that the force of mythology does not 
endure in a society; inevitably, technological 
advancement and industrial development supplant it. Marx 
then poses the crucial question:

. . . is Achilles possible when powder and shot have been 
invented? And is the Iliad possible at all when the print-
ing press and even printing machine exist? Is it not in-
evitable that with the emergence of the press, the singing 
and the telling and the muse cease—that is, the conditions 
necessary for epic poetry disappear?
Whatever the answer, Marx’s question is compelling. That 

the ability to create such an art might have been lost to time 
seems like the great loss of our modern art; are we consigned 
forever to admire the great epics, without ever producing our 
own? Yet Marx concludes that it is precisely this loss that al-
lows us to admire Greek art: “Why should not the historical 
childhood of humanity, where it attained its most beautiful 
form, exert an eternal charm because it is a stage that will nev-
er recur?” he asks. The beauty that this art holds for us lies in 
its rarity and its obsolescence; if we ourselves could create it, 
perhaps it would not seem so beautiful.

Having witnessed very little in today’s artwork that resem-
bles that of the ancients, I’m compelled to agree with Marx. 
But several years ago I had the opportunity to visit Greece, 
and the experience greatly altered my opinion of the factors 
that shape peoples and their cultures. On my first day in that 
country, after traveling by plane and bus, wholly in the mod-
ern world, I stood beside the Temple of Poseidon and looked 
out on the waters and the islands of the Aegean. The view of 
the blue sea, the blue sky, and the pale mist hovering in be-
tween, gave me a very real sense of the mythology that in-

formed Greek art and culture for so long. Other landscapes 
revealed the same sensation, and I felt that the country and 

its mythology—and therefore, the art of 
its ancients—were inextricably linked, 
enduring in spite of modernity.

This can be seen in the works of 
George Seferis, a twentieth-century 
Greek poet. When he received the Nobel 
Prize for Literature, in 1963, Seferis said 
of his country, “It has nothing to distin-
guish it but the e(orts of its people, the 
sea, and the light of the sun. It is a small 

country, but its tradition is immense and has been handed 
down through the centuries without interruption.” This tra-
dition perhaps no longer takes the form of great epics and 
dramas, yet it is quite apparent in the language and content of 
Seferis’ poetry. 

In his “Letter of Mathios Paskalis,” Seferis captures elegant-
ly the mythical nature of the land itself, “ . . . with the Attic 
skies and the intellectuals clambering up their own heads/ 
and the landscapes reduced by drought and hunger to posing 
. . .” This image of ancient countryside, transformed into the 
relic of another time, appears constantly throughout Seferis’ 
works. In particular, this image converges with Greek mythol-
ogy and modern art in “The King of Asini,” about a fragment 
from the Iliad, set in the ruins of an ancient monument. While 
musing on a search for this king, who is “unknown, forgotten 
by all, even by Homer,” Seferis considers the artist who will 
walk among these ruins, and who will perhaps search among 
them for the record of the artists who first built them, so long 
ago:

And the poet lingers, looking at the stones, and asks himself
 does there really exist
among these ruined lines, edges, points, hollows and curves
 does there really exist
 here where one meets the path of rain, wind and ruin
 does there exist the movement of the face, shape of the 
tenderness
 of those who’ve waned so strangely in our lives,
 those who remained the shadow of waves and thoughts 
with the sea’s boundlessness !

“The beauty that this art 
holds for us lies in its rar-
ity and its obsolescence; 
if we ourselves could cre-
ate it, perhaps it would 
not seem so beautiful.
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In this installment, the inquiries of Karl Marx and 
the poetry of George Seferis, a twentieth-century 
Greek poet, come together in the consideration of 
ancient beauty and art.> Stephanie Connolly, A’12



This Thursday, February 9, the SCI met to discuss freshman 
lab. We considered what we, as students, had gotten out 

of lab, and how we might improve the experience for students 
who come after us. With this end in mind, we asked the 
following questions: What is freshman lab trying to achieve? 
Is biology the appropriate place to open freshman lab? Is it 
problematic that freshman lab has no narrative?

Freshman lab was considered by most students present 
to be vital in helping students to reconsider their opinions 
and enter into a new way of learning. Lab, under this view, 
constituted a retraining of a student’s vision and habits of 
thought. Sketching a magnolia tree or dissecting a fish forced 
students to see what was really in front of them, rather than 
what they might have assumed they would see.

So, in addition to the actual business of learning about 
living organisms, freshman lab constituted an important way 
of re-educating students and helping them to set aside their 
preconceptions—a skill which is, of course, 
vital elsewhere in the Program. “Lab,” said 
one student, “is a crash course in learning 
how to stick to the text.” This re-learning 
of how to see also serves the student well in 
the second semester of freshman lab, where 
questions of how to set up an experiment 
or how to prove something are considered.

The variety of approaches toward a single 
subject was also mentioned as a strong point of freshman lab. 
From Theophrastus and Aristotle to Harvey, Driesch, and 
Spemann, the examination of life could be explored from 
several di!erent angles.

Starting with biology—rather than, say, geology—seemed 
like a good decision to most of the students present. As living 
beings, there is a sense in which we may be expected to be 
more interested in the study of life than in other sciences. 
There also seemed to be a way in which life was self-evidently 
inexhaustible and complex that helped to make it a fitting way 
to begin the laboratory program.

In that vein, the fact that biology presented easier 
opportunities for immediate, hands-on exploration also 
appeared to be a strength of the first semester of freshman lab. 
If freshman lab began with chemistry, for instance, it would be 

harder for students to confront how little they actually know 
or see, and thus harder to begin the process of learning.

Whether or not freshman lab ought to be given a narrative 
was a more divisive question. Some students preferred the 
lack of a narrative, commenting that when there was a clear 
narrative present (such as in the second semester of junior lab), 
early readings tended to be disregarded or blown o!. Others 
thought that, since there was no narrative, the first semester of 
freshman lab forced students to bring their own questions to 
the text, rather than relying on a narrative structure to create 
their questions for them.

Arguments for introducing a narrative into freshman lab 
included the problem of silence in freshman lab, which might 
indicate that students either did not take the class seriously 
or did not have a good way of approaching the subject matter. 
Under this view, having a narrative structure to explain why 
the school chose to begin with biology, or simply to provide 

a beginning place for questions, would 
be helpful to the struggling student. In 
addition, justifying the choice to begin 
with biology rather than some other 
science might also help link the first and 
second semesters of lab together.

Related to the question of narrative was 
another concern raised in the meeting: 
did students who had ethical objections 

to dissection feel comfortable voicing such objections in lab? 
Ought there be a reading included somewhere in the manual 
about the ethical questions raised by experiments such as 
dissecting a living embryo?

Ultimately, while all agreed that such questions were 
absolutely appropriate to the classroom, and should not be 
discouraged, many also thought that to make a deliberate 
space for them seemed unnecessary. There was, however, no 
clear consensus on this topic.

Among the practical suggestions made by students were: a 
greater variety of animals to dissect (as opposed to simply fish), 
providing a better temporal transition into the embryology 
section, splitting lab into three classes a week instead of two, 
not holding long lab without a practicum, and reopening the 
question of sophomore lab. !

“ ...freshman lab con-
stituted an important 
way of re-educating 
students and helping 
them to set aside their 
preconceptions...

> Barbara McClay, A’12
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Lab in the early days.  Photo courtesy of sjca.edu.
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“I did this once before for a day, and it hurt. A lot. So...I’m 
thinking about trying it for a week.”   

This isn’t just how I pitch stories to The Gadfly; apparently, 
it’s how I pitch ideas to my life.

What is “this,” exactly? Abstention. Abstention from 
something I’m fairly certain gives meaning to my life and 
allows me to make it from day to day without su(ering severe 
emotional breakdowns. Abstention—
friends, enemies, and disinterested 
readers—from sarcasm.   

When I first told the world at large that 
I was going a week without sarcasm, I 
equated my actions to those of someone 
trying to give up smoking, heavy drinking, 
or crack cocaine; people were supposed to 
band together to support me in this trying 
time, I thought. If they’d even given me 
nothing more than pity I wouldn’t have turned it down—who 
am I to reject the gifts of others? Unfortunately, I received 
even less than that from most people.   

“Wow, really?” a coworker exclaimed to me in mock 
admiration when I told him about my decision. His voice 
rose and fell like the emotions of an elephant seal. “That’s so 
awesome! Isn’t that great of him?”   

“Yeah,” his partner-in-cruelty replied. “These are the 
times I’ve been living for.”  

As the pair flaunted over me the use of the very thing 
I missed the most, pain and loss surged through me. I 
anticipated understanding. Instead, I received a dose of my 
own medicine. My expectations clearly needed work.   

But why cling to sarcasm anyway? As others see it, the 
action is mean-spirited, cynical, and nasty. What could there 
possibly be to enjoy in something like that—apart from the 
fact that it’s mean-spirited, cynical and nasty? After roughly 
five days without sarcasm, I still don’t have a complete 
answer, but I may have come several steps closer to finding 

out.   
Sarcasm, as I see it, is a method of connecting with people. 

Yes, it’s convoluted, and it’s certainly twisted on multiple 
levels, but I believe the statement holds true. When I run 
into others who rely on sarcasm, something akin to a hybrid 
of poetry and boxing occurs. As we test defenses with quick 
jabs and dry remarks, there’s a subtle understanding that 

we’re playing at something special. 
Other people may not understand it, but 
we do. Sarcasm in these situations is not 
about hurting the other person; it’s about 
secret communication, getting across 
the ideas we don’t dare express directly.   

“You may not say what you mean, but 
I get what you mean anyway,” we say to 
each other. “I read you loud and clear.”

Oftentimes what is meant, regardless 
of what our kind may say, is something along the lines of, “I 
think you’re a good person, and I like you enough that I want 
to have a reason for us talking. I don’t know how to tell you 
these things, so for the moment this banter will have to do. 
Sorry.”  

As soon as I gave up sarcasm I noticed that socializing 
started to bore me; conversations became tedious. As a 
result, a sense of detachment from the people around me 
grew. Establishing reasonable connections became di)cult.  

Reflecting on these matters forced me to arrive at 
uncomfortable conclusions: telling people what I really 
think stresses me out. Not to the level of bribing a doctor for 
a lifetime supply of Xanax, mind you, but the feeling is miles 
away from pleasant. I suspect I’m not the only one who feels 
this way. I wonder if, just as many of us procrastinate out 
of fear of failure, we behave sarcastically because we fear 
rejection by the people we value most. The prospect of being 

Saying what you don’t mean 
> Josh Snyder, GI

“ Re!ecting on these 
matters forced me to 
arrive at uncomfortable 
conclusions: telling 
people what I really 
think stresses me out.

!"#$%&"'&()*&+**$

Ms. Sebell, A’12 & Mr. Bonn, A’13
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>> Continued on Page 09
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Dear Tommy,
I’ve been having trouble writing papers all 
year, and I feel like I have no sense of how 
to fall into a functional routine. Considering 
your job, I assume you must be able to share 
some methods that will help me write papers 
on time and on topic.

Sincerely,
Writing Wrongs

•
Dear Writing,

To give you a sense of how di(cult it is 
to write, think about this: one method to 
produce a nine-page Plato paper would 
obviously be to set an infinite number of 
blabbering monkeys at an infinite number of 
typewriters for an infinite amount of time. 
Now, in order to produce the same paper 
with either less time or fewer monkeys, the 
intelligence of each individual monkey would 
necessarily have to increase reciprocally, so 
that the equation [M x T x IQ = P] remains 
constant. Thus one could, rather than using 
an infinite number of blabbering monkeys, 
use five trillion monkeys who are illiterate 
yet street smart, or 100 billion monkeys who 
were raised as human babies by eccentric 
elderly widows, or 600 million monkeys who 
went to community college. As IQ continues 
to increase reciprocally, the hypothetical case 
of a single monkey being given only a single 
week to write a paper would necessarily 
require the highest possible level of 
intelligence in the monkey. Therefore, when 
you are asked to write a paper under those 
parameters, you are e)ectively being asked 
to match the writing abilities of a Monkey 
of Infinite Smartness. This is a pretty tall 
order, and it’s no wonder that a lot of us have 
di(culty with it, myself included.

Despite the daunting nature of the task, 
my first piece of advice is not to give in 
to the reckless temptation to “borrow” 
certain substances that you may not have 
a prescription for. Besides being illegal, it 
is also totally unnecessary, because there’s 
one “productivity drug” we all know about 
that is just as e)ective, completely legal, and 
available in every vending machine in the 

country: Funyuns. I discovered the incredible 
properties of Funyuns by accident, when 
I happened to start writing a paper while I 
was already in the process of eating a bag of 
Funyuns for di)erent, personal reasons. Soon, 
the MSG which naturally occurs in Funyuns 
had constricted my chest to the extent that I 
found it impossible to think about anything 
but my own physical existence, centered 
around my dangerously palpitating heart. 
Out of this focus, I suddenly emerged into 
a state in which I was compelled to start 
writing, and the ideas came to my head so 
fast that my hands never had time to leave 
the keyboard: my body had found a defense 
mechanism to get me to stop eating Funyuns. 
Soon after that, my standard pre-writing 
routine was to make sure I had a notepad at 
my right hand and a bag of Funyuns at my left. 
And then, a little after that, I had successfully 
taught myself to write left-handed, so that I 
could periodically switch hands and slow-
down the abrasion of my left fingertips due 
to Funyun-rot.

There is one other aspect of my 
writing routine that I discovered through 
serendipitous circumstances, and that is 
its location. Although most people simply 
write in their own rooms on their laptops, I 
have been legally prevented from owning a 
computer by court order ever since the month 
where I abandoned my human life and spent 
every waking moment refining my avatar in 
an online Korean RPG fantasy game. Thus, I 
have no choice but to write in the computer 
lab, which unfortunately is inhabited almost 
entirely by gru) and shiftless vagrants. I say 
“unfortunately” not because I don’t enjoy 
the company of this troupe of hobos—in 
fact I count them among the best friends I 
have. Rather, it is an inconvenience for me 
simply because even they can’t stand the 
smell of Funyuns. Therefore, I now tend to 
write in the solitude of the night, which isn’t 
a problem since I no longer require sleep as 
traditionally defined (See September 27, 2011, 
edition of “Berry Good Advice”). So that’s 
where you’ll find me most nights, mostly 
working, but occasionally giving myself a 
chance to unwind by playing the “Is the 
security camera on?” game (answer: no).  !

<< Sarcasm, continued 
       from Page 08

turned away after revealing 
our true selves can be 
terrifying. Through 
sarcasm, the anxiety 
dissipates and expression 
is achieved. It allows us, in 
an only somewhat awkward 
fashion, to show a)ection 
and draw meaningful 
connections with others. 
These connections, though, 
come at a certain cost.  

Just as sarcasm allows 
us to have satisfying 
relationships, this approach 
constructs a boundary 
between us and others. We 
allow people to get only a 
hint of what we really think; 
they can’t see the full image 
for themselves. As long as 
this wall exists, there are 
many ideas we may never be 
able to express, no matter 
how much we wish to.  

So sarcasm can be useful, 
but as Aristotle might claim, 
it can be distressingly easy 
to miss the mean. In going 
overboard in our reliance, 
we build something up 
that separates us from 
the whole of society. A 
senator from my home 
state, Arizona, is infamous 
for his call to “complete 
the danged fence.” That’s 
not right, I don’t think. At 
least, not for people like us. 
Maybe it’s time to start to 
take down the fence, this 
wall we’ve built around 
ourselves. Moderation, as 
usual, appears key. It will be 
di(cult, but it can be done.   
As I finish this I’m only 
hours away from the end 
of my commitment. Just 
two more hours of sincerity 
and pleasant behavior and 
I can go back to being the 
dry, hard-to-read bastard 
I’ve always felt comfortable 
as. Will I ever go back 
to the way I was for that 
one sickly genuine winter 
week? Tomorrow is a good 
day to start.  Or maybe the 
day after. Or the day after 
that. Someday, definitely.   
Someday.  !
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Brahms’ E-minor symphony, his last in the symphonic 
genre, is neither characteristic of the tenets of late Ro-

manticism, nor characteristic of Brahms’ own musical-phil-
osophical style. In a technical sense it is entirely Brahmsian, 
and a work of staggering polyphonic sophistication. But in a 
philosophical sense, one will find it somewhat idiomatic.

The calling-and-responding first four notes of the opening 
Allegro non troppo in E-minor establish both the harmonic 
theme of the first movement and the mood of the entire piece. 
Melancholy, compact, restrained: the exposition’s first theme 
communicates with superb Brahmsian economy feelings of 
both resignation and agitation. Absent is grandeur or unnec-
essary boldness. The winds take up the delicate second theme, 
whose transition into the development section we might be 
tempted to call triumphant—indeed, apart from the coda, it is 
the only section of the first movement that features timpani 
strokes—but we will find any heroism dually confronted and 
torn asunder by the sometimes fitful, sometimes dreamlike de-
velopment. It is the opening of the recapitulation that evokes 
the remembrance and sad nostalgia that essentially define the 
second movement. Similarly does the furious coda establish 
the precedent for the fourth movement.

The Andante moderato opens brusquely, like many of 
Brahms’ slow movements. We find the main theme to be inno-
cent and the second theme to be tender, but the climax of the 
movement throws out these feelings and ushers us into a state 
of turbulent dissatisfaction, to which the movement’s solemn 
conclusion provides no balm of consolation.

The impertinent vitality of the Allegro giocoso arrives as a 
welcome relief from the misanthropy of the first two move-
ments. Indeed, it appears to be the opposite of everything that 
precedes it: jubilant, march-like, rustic in the open-air style. Is 

it possible, then, that the third movement is a hair too gay to be 
entirely legitimate and not the slightest bit ironic? Is there not 
something forced about its regality and grandeur?

The titanic edifice that is the final Allegro energico e pas-
sionato confirms every bit of discontent to which the rest of 
the symphony has alluded. Variations on a Bach passacaglia 
compose the entire movement. The opening sequence, played 
as a brass fanfare, is a chilling reminder of the true nature of 
the symphony as a whole. All of the third movement’s celebra-
tory energy seems to crumple and evaporate in the face of the 
fourth movement’s opening chords. Were we to characterize 
the fourth movement with one word, that word would cer-
tainly be reality. For it is in this movement that, from our ner-
vous sleep, we awaken into the world and all of its harshness. 

On a movement-to-movement level, the E-minor symphony 
is characteristic of both Brahms and Romanticism. But taken 
as a whole, the journey within the symphony is profoundly 
nihilistic. In most of his other works, Brahms follows in the 
Romantic tradition of Beethoven; that is, every piece of music 
is a journey from struggle to salvation. The path of the mu-
sic is one of tragic deliverance; we pass from the snares of the 
world into the glory of the after (whatever that after might be). 
But the E-minor symphony is a completely di(erent animal. 
While the first three movements tend toward melancholy, 
they also evoke nostalgia: they are dream-like and backward-
looking, because they are not yet awake to the real. The se-
verity of the fourth movement, then, seems to confirm every 
restless portent of the first three. Instead of delivering us from 
life’s temporal struggle into the after’s noble serenity and uni-
ty (as in Beethoven’s Ninth Symphony), Brahms awakens us 
from our dream-world and forces us into full, painful, dreadful 
consciousness.  !

we do not live our life in time; an hour
exists in memory alone; a day
is just a pile of hours; a year, far worse,
a pile of piles, a veritable heap. so?

there is no cataclysm lying long
in wait; the heft of epoch-making sent-
iment, a phantom millstone ‘round the neck.
what greatness lurks behind the scenes, then? none.

the doctrine of the moment wordlessly
confronts, confounds abstractions, rendering
their gauzy ghosts of meaning into naught
but scraps, but tatters fluttering aloft—

the doctrine of the moment tears apart
the stu! of thought, unsentimental as
it passes, leaving only sand and void
in its callous, reckless, unceasing wake—

Editor’s Note: Remember—The Gadfly is an available forum 
for sharing your poetic creativity with the Polity.  Thank you 
for your submissions.  Send them to gadfly@sjca.edu.

Brahms: From Struggle to Salvation
> Charles Zug, A’15

Editor’s Note: On February 17-18, the An-
napolis Symphony Orchestra will perform 
Brahms’ Symphony No. 4 in E-minor.

!"#$%&#'()"*
> Emma Hannah Gold, A’12



Rev. Paul Scalia, a parish priest in McLean, VA, tells the sto-
ry of a couple who visited, requesting their two children 

be baptized at his church.  The parents were neither married 
nor Catholic, and he explained to them that their request was 
not permissible by Catholic doctrine.  “Come on, Father,” re-
plied the woman.  “It’s the 90s!”

That response is remarkably similar to the one the Obama 
administration has tried to send with the Department of 
Health and Human Services mandate (part of the ObamaCare 
juggernaut) that has finally come to public attention.  The 
mandate requires religious employers to supply contracep-
tives, sterilizers, and abortifacient (abortion-inducing) drugs 
in employee health insurance packages.  Exemptions will be 
made for those employers who can prove they a) hire primar-
ily people of their own faith, b) serve primarily people of their 
own faith, and c) have the inculcation of religious values as 
their purpose.

As the administration should have known, that has not 
stood well with most of the United States’ 75 million Catho-
lics, whose response, spearheaded by the US 
Catholic Conference of Bishops, has been un-
flaggingly critical.  Under the guidelines, the 
vast majority of religious schools and universi-
ties, hospitals, charities, etc. will not qualify for 
exemptions, so those employers will be forced 
to pay for insurance coverage provisions that 
violate their religious beliefs.  As one critic 
pointed out, under the mandate’s exemption 
guidelines, even Jesus and the Twelve Dis-
ciples would not qualify.  Organizations that 
refuse to comply with the mandate will be pu-
nitively fined, potentially millions of dollars 
(Catholic Charities USA, the country’s second-largest social 
service provider with 70,000 employees, would incur a fine of 
$140 million the first year alone).

Not only Catholics are voicing dissent.  Other religious or-
ganizations are protesting the order, Republican leaders have 
expressed unanimous opposition (two bills have been intro-
duced in the House and one in the Senate to counteract the 
mandate), and even a significant portion of the president’s 
own party have come out against the regulation, from Sen. Joe 
Manchin (D-WV) to Obama-groupies like MSNBC’s Chris 
Matthews.

But for most far-left secular progressives, for whom abor-
tion on-demand and free libidinal play mark the pinnacle of 
societal maturity, the notion that a significant portion of the 
population might hold to more traditional religious tenets is 
not simply shocking—it is dangerous.  For radical feminists, 
abortifacient drugs are akin to a woman’s Emancipation Proc-
lamation, and for the Greenpeaceniks, free contraception is 
the only remedy for impending global doom—overpopulation, 
famine, and the decimation of already-fragile northern spot-
ted owl populations.  But none of the special interest groups 
that believe a right to free contraception is constitutionally 
protected would care to mention that contraceptives are avail-
able at little or no cost at your friendly neighborhood “family 
planning center,” abortifacient drugs can be had for $50 over 
the Walgreens counter, and that even if the mandate is reject-
ed, these drugs will be as available as they have always been.

Facts like these are beside the point for the Obama admin-
istration, for which religious liberty is an explicit threat to the 
creation of an omnipotent federal government whose power, 
if it could only be freely wielded by handsome, secular-mind-
ed Ivy Leaguers, would cure every ill, right every injustice, 
and bring us dancing into the Promised Land.  Except the 
hymns sung there would be to the glory of the administra-
tion.  Because, as numerous commentators have observed, for 
uncompromising left-wingers like the president, the sole pi-
ety is to state.  And this administration has worked furiously 
over the past three years to make itself a religion.  It has its 
Scriptures (Saul Alinsky’s Rules for Radicals), its houses of 
worship (welfare o!ces, the Department of Health and Hu-
man Services), its sacraments (abortion, stimulus packages), 
its high priests (HHS Secretary Kathleen Sibelius), and now 
it even has a holy war  (referring to the mandate at an NARAL 
Pro-Choice America fundraiser, Sibelius declared: “We are in 
a war.”).  And the messiah, of course, has always been Obama 
(remember his declaration that history would remember his 

nomination as “the moment when the rise of 
the oceans began to slow and our planet began 
to heal”?).  Now the administration has set out 
to eliminate the heretics.

Last month, the administration argued be-
fore the Supreme Court that the government 
has the right to interfere in the hiring and 
firing of ministers in the nation’s houses of 
worship.  The Supreme Court unanimously 
rejected the government’s position.  For three 
years the Obama administration has quietly 
sought to curtail any religious faith that re-
fuses to accept the absolute supremacy of the 

government.  Only now has that battle finally come into the 
limelight.

For many of the institutions a"ected by this rule, shutting 
down their operations will be the only way to avoid violat-
ing their religious beliefs—and the result will be millions of 
people left with few, if any, charities to turn to for help.  They 
will be left helplessly dependent on the federal government.  
And that is what this administration wants: more Americans 
penitent before the left-wing social project.  Consider it their 
evangelization strategy.

The debate here is not about contraception or abortion.  
The debate is about whether the federal government can 
force Americans to violate their consciences.  Religious and 
non-religious citizens alike should see that allowing the gov-
ernment that right would fundamentally alter the character 
of this country.

Briefly: The last known WWI veteran, Florence Green, a 
non-combatant member of the Women’s Royal Air Force, died 
last week.  With her death, WWI passes from living memory 
into history, as does an entire generation of courageous men 
and women, the first witnesses to the horrors of modern war-
fare.  Some would once more brave death when, only twenty 
years later, the world again convulsed.  We should hope that 
their stories were recorded for future generations.  The re-
sponsibility of preserving their memory now falls to us.  !

> Ian Tuttle, A’14
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“The debate is 
about whether 
the federal 
government can 
force Americans 
to violate their 
consciences. 
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Tuesday 2/14
SJC Orchestra Rehearsal

Great Hall, 4-5:30 PM

Kunai Basketball
A v DC, 4:00 PM
F v M, 5:15 PM

Dance Lessons
Great Hall, 8-9 PM

Open Mic Night
Chasement, 8:00 PM

Wednesday 2/15
CSL Forum on Dining Services

Conversation Room, 2:30-3:30 

Handball
S v D, 4:15 PM

Basketball
W v G, 7:30 PM

St. John’s Chorus
Great Hall, 7 PM

Friday 2/17
Kunai Basketball

M v DC, 4:00 PM
A v F, 5:15 PM

Lecture
Stendhal’s Prophecy for Liberal 
Democracy: Thoughts on The 
Red and the Black, Mr. Je(rey 
Smith, FSK Auditorium, 8:15

Saturday 2/18
Mental Health Support Group

McDowell 32, 2:00 PM

Basketball
D v W, 1:30 PM
H v G, 3:30 PM

Sunday 2/19
Basketball Tournament

2 v 2, 2-4 PM

If you would like to see your 
event on the weekly schedule, 
please email gadfly@sjca.edu.
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This is a very modest proposal for a 
small but significant change in the 

way we treat each other at St. John’s 
College.

Picture yourself walking along a path 
leading to the College. Up ahead you see 
another Johnnie walking in your direc-
tion, someone with whom you’re not 
acquainted. You feel mildly conflicted; a 
normal inclination to o(er a polite hello 
is hindered by felt shyness, a natural in-
troversion or an understandable wari-
ness of potential predators. “Be cool, 
be cool,” you tell yourself as you a(ect a 
nonchalant manner. You may or may not 
say hello; the other may or may not re-
spond in kind.  For such a commonplace 
awkward experience, it’s curious that 
there are no standard, explicit instruc-
tions about it in the accepted rules of 
conduct for our culture. 

If this tendency towards shyness, 
privacy, or suspicion pervades smaller 
communities, whose cultural health is 
dependent on a net-
work of trusting per-
sonal relationships, 
then an isolating chill 
can settle upon hu-
man interactions in 
those communities. 
An experience as un-
exceptional as say-
ing hello to a fellow 
solitary walker and 
receiving no reply can 
produce an acute feeling of disconnect. 

A study published in the Journal of 
A!ective Disorders followed more than 
a thousand students through their col-
lege years. The researchers determined 
one of the most reliable predictors of 
suicidal thoughts related to a lack of so-
cial support: feeling unappreciated and 
isolated from family and friends. 

The persistent feeling of isolation 
cited by many college students may 
seem surprising, considering potential 
friendships are just outside the dorm 
room door. But the path to true inti-
macy in friendships is not as clear-cut 
as one might assume. Individuals within 
a polity almost unconsciously seek to 
overcome isolation through communal 
emotional experiences. These are tra-
ditions and group activities where ev-
eryone feels the same thing at the same 
time, for example, spectating at sporting 
events. One could argue that the culture 
of drinking attempts to create commu-
nal emotions. Shared mood-altering ex-
periences may level the emotional play-
ing field, in a sense. 

A simple greeting can accomplish a 
kind of emotional leveling as well. A 
momentary well-wishing between two 
human beings is a surprisingly potent 
way to momentarily bridge the isolation 
gap, to impart appreciation and sow the 
seeds of trust in a community. We be-
hold the face of another and we commu-
nicate with intention, however briefly. 
The implicit message of a greeting is, “I 
value you and I wish you well.” That’s 
a lot of good will packed into a simple 
hello. Over time its positive e(ects really 
add up. 

In Book VII of Aristotle’s Politics, he 
contends that the integrity of a state 
depends on its citizens having a certain 
level of familiarity with each other. Aris-
totle advocates a limit of the total popu-
lation for that reason. Likewise, the cur-
rent protectors of the St. John’s College 
community have wisely preserved the 
small size of this Polity, currently less 
than 500 students. 

Therefore, my very 
modest proposal is 
for all of us to take 
better advantage of 
our ideal community 
size and act to in-
crease the trust: let’s 
voluntarily greet one 
another when we 
have the opportunity 
to do so, instead of 
passing by in silence. 

A simple hello is all it takes. 
I don’t wish to create any guilt around 

this for anyone. An individual may right-
ly maintain silence for their own valid 
privacy concerns. Neither do I envi-
sion wearying anyone with perfunctory 
greetings carried out in the same way in 
the same places every day.  

A personal greeting exchanged with 
the warmth we really feel over our 
shared humanity and our common love 
of the College is a great equalizer and 
is consistent with the civil, egalitar-
ian spirit of the Program. Even a small 
increase in face-to-face connectedness 
could make a positive di(erence. 

Will an increase of simple greetings in 
Polity life end all estrangement, loneli-
ness, and suicidal leanings? Doubtful. 
This is why I call this idea a very mod-
est proposal. But in its modesty lies its 
unassuming beauty: the power of small, 
incremental change. Increasing the trust 
benefits everyone, because we are all 
nurtured by small reminders that we be-
long to this Polity and that we matter to 
others in it.  !

!"#$%&'%()*%(+$,')
> Jerry Januszewski, Counselor

“ A momentary well-
wishing between two 
human beings is a sur-
prisingly potent way 
to momentarily bridge 
the isolation gap...


